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Discover your unique imprint for work that makes you come alive, fills you with meaning, joy,
purpose, and possibility, then spend the rest of your life doing it.We’re all born with a certain
“imprint” for work that makes us come alive. This is your "Sparketype®," your DNA-level driver of
work that lets you know, deep down, you’re doing what you’re here to do. Work that motivates
you, fills you with purpose and, fully-expressed in a healthy way, becomes a main-line to
meaning, flow, performance, and joy. Put another way, work that “sparks” you.Sparked draws
upon years of research, experimentation, more than 25-million data-points generated by over
half-a-million people, and hundreds of deep-dive conversations with luminaries from science to
art to industry and wellbeing. Award-winning author, serial wellness-industry founder, and host of
the top-ranked Good Life Project®, Jonathan Fields, and his team at Spark Endeavors,
developed the Sparketype imprints and methodology that is the basis of this book.In this book,
Fields and his team will help you:Discover what sparks you, what drains you, where you stumble
and come alive, so you can reclaim a sense of direction, control, and purpose;Understand the
“real” reasons certain experiences, jobs, and roles leave you empty and know how to make
things better, without having to endure big disruptive changes;Learn from real-world, relatable
stories, case-studies, and data-driven insights;Identify the action steps to begin immediately
transforming the way you work and live.Sparked takes you deep into the world of the
Sparketypes, revealing an entirely new depth of insights about what makes you come alive in
work life, along with what empties you out and trips you up, so you can avoid those life-
drains.You’ll discover tons of case studies, stories, and real-world applications, creating a
comprehensive guide to help you discover what you are meant to do and how to get started.

“A gorgeously written tale as lush and romantic as it is ferocious. Absolutely spellbinding.”
―Alexandra Bracken, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author, on A COURT OF THORNS AND
ROSES“Simply dazzles. . . . the clamor for a sequel will be deafening. . . . Maas' Throne of Glass
series has been a smash hit. . . this new series is primed to follow in its footsteps.” ―starred
review, Booklist on A COURT OF THORNS AND ROSES“Sarah J. Maas delivers what may be
her best work to date. . . . Enchanting, spellbinding and imaginative. . . . The world-building is
stellar, as only Maas can imagine it.” ―USA Today on A COURT OF THORNS AND
ROSES“Suspense, romance, intrigue and action. This is not a book to be missed!” ―The
Huffington Post on A COURT OF THORNS AND ROSES“The sexual tension and deadly action
are well-supported by Maas' expertly drawn, multidimensional characters and their nuanced
interpersonal dynamics. . . . Sexy and romantic.” ―Kirkus Reviews on A COURT OF THORNS
AND ROSES“A dazzling world, complex characters and sizzling romance.” ―Top Pick, RT Book
Reviews on A COURT OF THORNS AND ROSES“A well-developed world. . . . [Feyre's] grit and



boundless loyalty demand that her foes--and readers--sit up and pay attention.” ―Publishers
Weekly on A COURT OF THORNS AND ROSEAbout the AuthorSARAH J. MAAS is the author
of the New York Times bestselling Throne of Glass series: Throne of Glass, Crown of Midnight,
and Heir of Fire, and the series' prequel, The Assassin's Blade; as well as the New York Times
bestselling A Court of Thorns and Roses. A New York native, Sarah currently lives in
Pennsylvania with her husband and dog.worldofsarahjmaas.com/facebook.com/
throneofglass@SJMaasFrom School Library JournalGr 10 Up—Maas continues to uphold her
reputation for building alluring and breathtaking worlds and creating characters who feel so real
they could walk off the pages of the book. In this volume, which picks up where A Court of
Thorns and Roses left off, Feyre is engaged to Tamlin, the High Lord of the Spring Court, whose
kingdom she went to great lengths to save under the mountain. The Spring Court is grateful for
the sacrifices she made, but Tamlin is all too happy to lock Feyre up in his castle and protect her
from the many dangers of his world. Struggling with her own depression, Feyre sets her needs
aside to make Tamlin happy, but when his overbearing tendencies go too far, Feyre nearly
breaks. She is rescued by Rhysand, the feared High Lord of the Night Court, with whom she
struck a deal and to whom she has been bonded ever since in ways she can't explain. He shows
her a new life and, with the assistance of his Fae friends, helps Feyre learn to control her
newfound powers and tap into the strength she forgot she had, which may just be the key to
saving Prythian from the evil King of Hybern. The sensuous romance that develops between
Feyre and Rhysand will take readers on a whirlwind so fun and addicting they won't be able to
put it down until the very end. Peppered with titillating scenes, the love story evolves in ways that
may frustrate some readers, but remains true to real life. VERDICT A must-have where the
author's previous works are popular.—Candyce Pruitt-Goddard, Sno-Isle Libraries, Marysville,
WA --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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PRAISE FORSPARKED“Move over, MBTI! There’s a new personality index in town. The
Sparketypes will illuminate what work lights you up!”—NEIL PASRICHA,New York Times
bestselling author of The Book of Awesome and The Happiness Equation“If you’ve ever
wondered why you run into the same obstacles at work, no matter your role or responsibilities,
Jonathan Fields’s new book offers you a precise roadmap for understanding this important truth:
It’s not you. It’s your expectation that you should be able to do things the way others do. When
you understand your unique Sparked blueprint, you encounter a world of possibility you had not
imagined. Based on his years of experience as an entrepreneur and countless conversations
about The Good Life with experts in many disciplines, he shows you the way to meaningful work,
creative confidence, and the knowledge you are doing exactly what you’re meant to.”—SUSAN
PIVER,New York Times bestselling author of The Four Noble Truths of Love“The framework
contained within this book has the revelatory power of one-on-one therapy or coaching. But
instead of waiting years for a breakthrough, it comes in minutes. The more I learned about my
Sparketype (and just as importantly, my Anti-Sparketype), the more I was able to put into words
things I’ve always known deep down to be true but couldn’t readily give shape to. As a business
leader being constantly pulled in a million directions, I finally feel I have clarity on where I should
put my energy and the permission to focus on where I’ll have the most impact. I’ll be getting
copies for my whole team!”—EMILY HEYWARD,Cofounder of Red Antler“I’ve worked with a lot
of models before, but no framework has gotten my community more aligned and on fire as
quickly as the Sparketype model. It transcends jobs and roles to help people figure out the right
game to be playing for them. Get the book, learn your Sparketype, and start finishing your best
work today.”—CHARLIE GILKEY,Author of the award-winning Start Finishing“With more than
twenty-five years developing employees and creating great employee experiences, one thing
has become clear to me: People want more than just a paycheck. They want to be excited, be
inspired, and have a sense of purpose. Sparked is the ultimate guide for leaders, founders, and
those who want more out of work and life.”—DEB JOSEPHS,Chief People Officer at Latch“This
book has the capacity to shift the way we show up in the world. Jonathan Fields has created a
groundbreaking tool that is profoundly important and necessary for each one of us. We often
move through the world on autopilot hoping to one day find ourselves and better understand the
work we’re meant to do. In the meantime, life simply passes us by. Until now. Sparked offers the
tools for and insight into fulfilling your potential and purpose based on who you inherently are. It
guides you to recognize what energizes and inspires you but also offers insights into where you
struggle most deeply. It is the compass that we all need, served up in a format that is both easily
digestible and deeply insightful. It will bring about realizations, a deeper understanding of self,
and much-needed inspiration too.”—CYNDIE SPIEGEL,Author of A Year of Positive Thinking
and Founder of Dear Grown Ass Women®© 2021 Jonathan FieldsAll rights reserved. No
portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form
or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, scanning, or other—except for
brief quotations in critical reviews or articles, without the prior written permission of the



publisher.Published by HarperCollins Leadership, an imprint of HarperCollins Focus LLC.Any
internet addresses, phone numbers, or company or product information printed in this book are
offered as a resource and are not intended in any way to be or to imply an endorsement by
HarperCollins Leadership, nor does HarperCollins Leadership vouch for the existence, content,
or services of these sites, phone numbers, companies, or products beyond the life of this
book.The author and publisher have worked to ensure that the information in his book was
correct at press time, however, the author and publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim any
liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether
such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other case. This book offers
personal development guidance and information and is designed for educational purposes only.
You should not rely on this information as a substitute for, nor does it replace, the advice of a
professional or your personal advisors. The use of any information provided in this book is solely
at your own risk. If you wish to apply ideas contained in this guidebook, the author and publisher
assume no responsibility for your actions. The information in this book is not meant as a
substitute for direct assistance by a qualified expert. If direct assistance is advised, the services
of a qualified professional should be sought.Epub Edition July 2021 9781400225491Library of
Congress Control Number: 2021941069Printed in the United States of America21 22 23 24 25
LSC 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1To all who feel the call to come alive.It’s our
time.CONTENTSCoverTitle PageCopyrightA Note from JonathanAcknowledgmentsWhat
Should I Do with My Life?The MavenThe MakerThe ScientistThe EssentialistThe PerformerThe
SageThe WarriorThe AdvisorThe AdvocateThe NurturerSpark Your WorkSpark Your Life, Spark
the WorldAppendixSparked ResourcesIndexAbout the AuthorA NOTE FROM JONATHANHey
there.Before you dive into this book, a quick heads-up . . .You’re about to discover some things
about yourself, your work, and your life that’ll open your eyes to an entirely new universe of
possibilities.And you may also, maybe for the first time ever, find yourself deeply seen,
understood, and equipped to step into the world of work in a profoundly different, deeply
rewarding way.That is amazing. It’s the whole point of the work I’ve been doing for years, and,
well, a big part of why this book exists.But, I have to bring your attention to something, and ask a
quick favor.When you start to see what’s possible in the realm of work, how it can fill you with
meaning, energy, excitement, purpose, and that deeply nourishing sense of realized potential,
you may also have this urge to blow everything up and start fresh.Please, do not do this!That
approach may be appropriate for some folks, but it’s often the absolute wrong call for many, even
most, others. And you’ll likely not know which you are until you’ve read the book and learned
when, why, and how to explore the different paths to Sparking your work and life based on your
unique Sparketype and circumstance. Truth is, most people will discover something they never
expected. You can come more fully alive right where you are, by just approaching your work and
life with deeper wisdom and a new set of tools.So, please, hold off on doing anything big and
disruptive. Much will be revealed as you deepen into the insights and discover how best to Spark
your work and, in turn, your life!Okay, now, read on. So much to discover. So much life to live into!



With a whole lottalove and gratitude,ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book is built upon a set of
ideas that have been percolating for decades. Still, going from concept to creation takes a
village, made up of different people and, yes, different Sparketypes. To Sara Kendrick
(Essentialist/Maven) and the team at HarperCollins Leadership, thanks for believing in this work,
not laughing when I handed you a 125,000-word manuscript, and, instead, helping me turn it
into something human, valuable, and beautiful. To Scott Hoffman (Scientist/Maven) and Jan
Baumer (Nurturer/Advisor) at Folio Literary Management, what an experience we had, sharing
this book with the publishing world at a time nobody knew what the next day might hold. Grateful
for your vision, effort, and trust in me and the idea.To Lindsey Fox (Essentialist/Nurturer),
podcast producer extraordinaire and overseer of all things complex and creative, your ability to
keep all the plates spinning and, somehow, to allow me to feel held along the way has been a
true gift. To Shelley Adelle (Performer/Maker), so appreciate your devotion and embrace of
almost anything in the name of making good things happen. To Courtney Kenney (Maker/
Maven), I cannot imagine what the process of bringing this book to the world would’ve looked
like without you. To Sutton Long (Scientist/Maker), thankful for your always thoughtful and
generous design lens and big, kind heart. To Scott Meola (Maker/Maven), appreciate your
efforts to help make this book not just valuable but beautiful.To my chosen family, all the texts,
calls, DMs, emojis, emails, walks, hugs, ideas, and dark chocolate interventions during one of
the strangest times in history to be writing a book about work, life, meaning, and possibility has
been everything. To the wonderful folks who shared stories and insights featured in this book,
and to those who were equally generous yet not able to be included, huge thanks. To the giant
community of individuals and organizations who’ve supported this work, thanks for continuing to
make it all possible.To Stephanie (Maker/Advocate), this has been a season we’ll never forget. I
cannot begin to share how blessed I feel to be telling this story side by side. Love you tons. And,
to Jesse, so much of what’s in these pages has been inspired by the world and sense of
possibility I hope to help you inherit. My heart is in your hands, always was, always will be. This
one’s for you.WHAT SHOULD I DOWITH MY LIFE?Type “what should I do” into Google, and
there’s a decent chance it’ll finish your sentence “with my life.”If you’re feeling a bit lost or have
no clear sense of what you’re here to do, you’re not alone. Millions are right there with you,
searching for an answer to the same question, yet never quite finding it.This perpetual
discontent shows up in our personal and professional lives as anxiety, futility, disengagement,
malaise, and manifests in many other physical and emotional ways. It affects not just how we
feel, but also how we show up in our work, our relationships, and our lives. Our focus is
scattered, we know we’re not performing anywhere near our potential, and there’s this nagging
lack of purpose and possibility that feels like a perpetual drag in our systems. Maybe you’ve felt
some or all of that.We hate feeling this way, knowing we are capable of so much more—“meant”
for so much more—yet having no idea what that looks like, let alone how to live it. We keep
searching for a way out, a different job, industry, or lifestyle. But that’s not the answer. While
circumstance is part of the equation, the bigger switch that often needs to be flipped is one of



self-discovery. We can’t know where to steer our lives until we better understand what makes us
come alive, and what empties us out.It all starts with one central question, “What am I here to
do?”When most of us ask, we’re thinking about work. What is my unique contribution? To my life.
To the lives of those around me. To society. Whether it’s the thing I get paid to do, or the thing,
once discovered, I can’t not do, simply because it’s the air that breathes me.What is the
essential nature of the work I’m here to do?This book is your first giant step into a level of
understanding, validation, and, for many, revelation that holds the key to a different way to
approach your work, living, and life. An approach that bridges the gap from just getting by to
coming alive.For more than two decades, I’ve immersed myself in the study of human potential,
collaborating with and studying everyone from academic researchers to leading voices in a wide
array of fields—from social sciences to functional medicine, human performance, excellence,
and expertise, positive-psychology, and more. Along the way, I’ve founded and built a series of
wellness companies; developed frameworks and protocols; launched and grown the Good Life
Project global community, organization, and top-ranked podcast; taught thousands of students;
and worked with emerging and senior leaders and amazing humans from all walks of life. All the
while, I’ve been on a quest to discover what allows people to find or create work that makes
them come alive and maximizes their potential.Working with my team over the last five years, we
began to focus more intensely on this state that I call “being Sparked,” especially in the context
of work. I’ve come to realize that being Sparked exists at the sweet spot between five
domains:Purpose. Knowing you’re moving toward something you believe in.Engagement.
Excitement, energy, and enthusiasm for the pursuit of that something.Meaningfulness. The
feeling that what you do and who you are matters.Expressed potential. The sensation of being
fully you and not having to hide, bringing all of your potential to the experience, and leaving
nothing untapped.Flow. The blissful experience of getting lost in an activity, losing time, and
becoming absorbed in the task.Early in life, it turns out, we begin to exhibit a certain unique
imprint or affinity—an intrinsic impulse—for work that makes us come alive. This work gives us
the feeling of being Sparked. These imprints not only determine what type of work or effort we’re
drawn to (and repelled from), they also tend to come with a host of common behaviors, quirks,
and attachments. I call these imprints “Sparketypes®,” which is an easy shorthand for the
source code level driver of work that makes you come alive. Not just for now, but for life.For most
people, discovering your Sparketype is like meeting your true self. There is an immediate,
intuitive knowing—an undeniable truth that explains so many past choices and outcomes. It
empowers you to not only understand who you are and why you do what you do, but also how
you contribute to the world on a very different, more intentional, and fulfilling level. It sparks your
life and ignites those around you. Discovering your Sparketype is often described as a
“homecoming.” A recognition that, “yes, this is me, and it’s worthy of my time, energy, and
attention.”While words like “life purpose” or “singular passion” often lead people down a path of
confusion and futility, rather than clarity and action, finding your Sparketype gives you the exact
opposite. It equips you with insight that immediately rings true, a sense of direction, and the



freedom to finally lead from a place of truth and potential. It allows you to let go of a lifetime of
scattered and perpetually unfulfilling wheel-spinning. It frees you from all the less-nourishing
distractions, and allows you to devote your energy to finding the incredible, vast kaleidoscope of
pursuits, careers, projects, and adventures that let you express your unique imprint on a level
that makes you come more fully alive.You don’t have to buy into any one origin story,
catchphrase, or set of beliefs to experience the self-evident, sustained nature and guiding
influence of your Sparketype. You just have to discover yours, then weave it into the way you live
and give. The feeling it gives back to you, the way those around you begin to respond when you
live, play, and work from this place, will be all the validation, all the proof you need.Now, of
course, a few questions immediately arise.HOW MANY SPARKETYPES ARE THERE?The
quick answer is ten. Funny enough, we began with a slightly larger number, 7.8 billion, the
number of people in the world. We’re each unique, so there must also be 7.8 billion unique
imprints. We cannot be distilled, right? Not so fast.Your Sparketype is a bit like your DNA. On the
surface, it may express itself in billions of unique, gloriously-you-and-only-you ways. But when
you start to peel each person’s purpose, engagement, meaning, expression, and flow onion,
billions of valid, surface-level, time-limited, circumstance-driven expressions reduce down to a
remarkably small set of source code level elements or imprints. This leaves us with ten distinct
DNA-level drivers. The Sparketypes.YOUR SPARKETYPE HAS THREE ELEMENTS.We’re all a
blend of a number of different Sparketypes, but every person has a distinct Sparketype Profile
that is made up of three key components. These represent your strongest impulses at both ends
of the spectrum, the work that fills you up, as well as empties you out.Your Primary Sparketype.
Think of your Primary Sparketype as the thing that generates the strongest impulse to exert
effort for no other reason than the fact that it makes you feel alive. It is the underlying driver or
source-fuel for the work that gives you the readiest access to flow, energizes and excites you,
gives you a sense of meaning and purpose, and allows you to feel like you’re expressing your
fullest self and potential. Expressed in a healthy and constructive way, it’s a big part of any
number of jobs, experiences, hobbies, passions, and devotions that make you come alive, even
when the work is hard.Your Shadow Sparketype. Your Shadow Sparketype is also a big part of
you, sometimes even a close second behind your Primary. It is not, however, your strongest
impulse. It’s easy to think of your Shadow Sparketype as your “runner-up” Sparketype. And, it
may be a very close second. But, while there is a lot of truth to that, a much more nuanced and
important-to-understand relationship almost always exists between your Primary and your
Shadow. Your Shadow Sparketype most often reveals the work that you may well enjoy and have
developed a high level of skill around—but, when you’re really being honest, it is also the work
you do largely in service of doing the work of your Primary Sparketype better. Think of it as your
Primary Sparketype amplifier.Your Anti-Sparketype. Your Anti-Sparketype is the type of work that
is the heaviest lift for you. It takes the most out of you, and requires the greatest amount of
recovery even if, objectively, it’s not that hard. There’s just something about it that leaves you
empty, as opposed to making you come alive.Your Primary and Shadow are your inner



collaborators.I am a Maker Primary with a Scientist Shadow. This is a common pairing. (As is the
reverse.) My main impulse, the thing that fills me up even when it’s really hard, is making things.
At any given time, outward expressions of this could find me building a guitar, writing a book, or
even launching a company.With every quest to create, at many points along the way, I find
myself drawing upon my Scientist Shadow Sparketype to help me make whatever I’m working on
better. There are always hard questions to be answered, puzzles to be solved, tools, systems,
and more to be designed. The act of creation is often constrained by limitations in tools,
processes, tech, resources, and so much more. Figuring these things out along the way is
largely the work of the Scientist, who is driven by the pursuit of answers to burning questions,
solving problems, and figuring out puzzles.Over the years, I’ve become very good at the work of
my Scientist Shadow. It’s not so much that I’ve wanted to, it’s that I had to in order to be a better
Maker. I tap my problem-solving impulse in the quest to make better tools, processes, and
experiences that help people come alive. This is especially true for solitary pursuits or in the
early days of bootstrapped startups where I’ve had to play all roles because I didn’t have the
money to bring in a team yet. At the end of the day, while it’s satisfying to solve problems and
find answers, that process is not my reason for being. For me, it’s largely in service of my fierce
yearning to create, to make ideas manifest. It’s not about the answer to the question, it’s about
what that answer allows me to make.How can I validate this? Pretty simple, actually. The
moment I’ve figured out enough of a solution to let me make better things, I turn back to the
process of making. I’m done being a Scientist and entirely back into the all-consuming
generative space of creation.Your Anti-Sparketype is your work “lead weight.”Discovering your
Primary and Shadow Sparketypes and how they work together is key, but understanding your
Anti-Sparketype is equally important. When you know your full profile, all three elements, it helps
you decide not only what to run toward, but also what to run from. Even if it’s work you have to do
for your job, at least you’ll better understand why it takes so much effort and leaves you so
empty, and can better prepare yourself for the task, allocate space for recovery, and find ways to
delegate or minimize it whenever and wherever possible.HOW DO YOU DISCOVER YOUR
SPARKETYPE?This is where things get even more interesting. Some people stumble upon their
Sparketype on their own. This tends to happen in one of two ways.Through fortune, they just
happen to be exposed to something that sparks them early in life, then have the rare depth of
self-awareness, guidance, and commitment to self-inquiry that allows them to understand what
was revealed to them.They embrace a process of deliberate experimentation, trying on different
types of work, taking notes, then zeroing in on the types of things that give them that feeling of
coming alive. This approach often unfolds over a period of decades.These individuals and
experiences are incredibly rare. Many people understand that a certain type of activity or job
makes them feel a certain way, but they don’t know why, and can’t easily reproduce that feeling
in pursuits, jobs, organizations, or industries. This may be you, and if it is, you’re in the right
place.Even more often, people have no real sense at all for the type of work that makes them
come alive. No clear understanding of what that deeper impulse is that might allow them to feel—



to know—they’re doing the work they’re here to do. No sense of how to discover that DNA-level
driver of effort that lights them up, and keeps them sparked for life.WELCOME TO THE
SPARKETYPE ASSESSMENT®.Realizing this huge gap in awareness, we set out to develop a
tool—the Sparketype Assessment—that would allow anyone, anywhere, to rapidly discover their
Sparketype. While it took more than a year to develop (and that grew out of decades of prior
investigation, collaboration, and integration), this online assessment can be completed in a
matter of minutes. It takes the average person about ten or twelve minutes and it reveals your full
Sparketype profile—all three elements. If you haven’t already discovered it, you can find it now at
Sparketype.com.The moment of truth.Since launching the platform, more than 500,000
individuals and organizations have tapped the power of the Sparketype Assessment. The
wisdom accumulated and massive data-set (more than 25 million data-points) has revealed
powerful insights not just for individuals, but also for organizations, leaders, and beyond. Beyond
the data, the deluge of stories, insights, and feedback from people all over the world has been
stunning:I’ve been working in career development and coaching for almost twenty years. I’m
using it with everyone that I coach and train and they love it too! Big, big gratitude for all your
work!”I run the first-year experience courses at a university and I taught two classes in the fall. I
had all of my students do the Sparketype test. They loved it and it even inspired one student to
change her major! This work is powerful. My students loved having a new take on who they are
through the Sparketypes.”I do a lot of research on self-development and growth, and nothing has
touched me quite like everything you guys are doing. The Sparketype Assessment and your
insight has helped free my mind. I am and always will be grateful.”Wow! I took your profile and
answered the questions. I am BLOWN AWAY!!!! Thank you for communicating words to me that I
totally relate to, because it’s who I am as a HUMAN!!! You have affected my life in an incredibly
profound and deep way today.”I took the Sparketype test. I learned that I’m an Advisor. I wasn’t
surprised by this result, yet, it was something I hadn’t ever thought about before! This is
something I could lean into, whatever I do. With this knowledge at hand, I recently started my
own blog (on the side of my nine-to-five job) to share my own wisdom and stories with others.
I’ve never felt happier and more alive, truly. I’ve been jumping out of bed early each morning to
work on the blog before I head to work!”I’m a stay-at-home mom who was homeschooling my
three children full time until last year. Now my two oldest have transitioned to a part-time
homeschool/school and my youngest (four) is still at home with me. I’ve been trying to figure out
what I want to do next and my Sparketype results have been a wonderful resource for that.”Even
though I have done a LOT of personality typing work (I mean a LOT), for some reason your
framework has been more illuminating than any other. The idea that my shadow Sparketype is in
service of my primary was like YES, that’s it!”The Sparketype info has already changed how I
feel about myself, and what I had always thought of as a failing (Maven/Maker) and had been
told by many people was, basically, a procrastination exercise—to read that my zest for
knowledge IS who I am, was utterly redemptive! Thank you!”Woot! Woot! HOLY awesomeness!
CANNOT wait to find out more and to be able to put everything I’m learning into practice.



Sparketypes have been so much more insightful than any other type of “personality” test I’ve
ever taken including Myers-Briggs. Thank you so much for all the hard work Jonathan and
team!!”The response has been incredible, but so, too, has the demand for a bigger toolbox that
reveals many more layers of understanding and points you, more clearly, toward action.THIS
BOOK TAKES YOU DEEPER AND SHOWS YOU HOW TO RISE HIGHER.The Sparketype
Assessment delivers the “source code level” answer to the question that tens of millions of
people ask every day: “What should I do with my life?” SPARKED builds on this DNA, giving you
a more robust, comprehensive understanding of your unique imprint, how to leverage it, what it
looks like when leveraged in a healthy way, where you’re most likely to be triggered and stumble,
and how you relate to others and build action around it.HOW DO YOU READ AND USE THIS
BOOK?For many people, SPARKED is not a book you’ll read from end to end. Think of it more
as the ultimate reference manual and action plan for creating the rest of your life.The following
ten chapters are all about you. Well, and those you love, play with, create with, work with, lead,
and pretty much anyone else you want to get to know better. All ten chapters share the same
structure, taking you much deeper into each Sparketype. You’ll also learn how each one is
nourished and stifled, what you need to feel fulfilled, where you tend to get tripped up and why,
what it looks like when you’re heading toward a major stumble and what to do about it. You’ll
learn how certain Sparketype pairings tend to show up, how each tends to find an outlet, and
how that outlet can lead to a career and generate an income. And you’ll meet others who share
your Sparketype and see how they’ve worked with that Sparketype in real-life and work
situations, so you can learn from and become inspired by them.Safe bet, given human nature,
you’ll flip first to the chapter about your Primary Sparketype, then your Shadow, then your Anti-
Sparketype. That’s great. Dive in. Learn about the essential impulses and how they fuel your
feelings and actions (often in ways you never noticed or understood). If you’re curious, be sure to
have your partner, spouse, friends, family, colleagues, and collaborators complete the
Sparketype Assessment. Then you can all explore your profiles and share how you’ve seen the
different elements show up in each other. Revel in those chapters, learn from them, then build
meaningful conversation around them. Use them as a tool not just to come alive, but to deepen
your connection and understanding of those around you—and their understanding of you.Do
not, however, skip the chapter that follows the ten Sparketype-specific ones. It contains pretty
important and I’d even say contrarian insights about how to bring your Sparketype to the world,
how not to, and how to navigate the real-world tension that sometimes arises between adult
responsibilities and your desire to come more fully alive.Finally, I’ll leave you with an invitation.
Do not just read this book. Use it. Let it be your first step in a process of discovery, awakening,
liberation, connection, and impact. Allow it to fuel your own inner rising, your own coming alive.
Then, share it all and bring those you care about, work alongside, and collaborate with along
with you.Onward, then—let’s get Sparked!YOU’RE ABOUT TO ENTERTHE REALM OF
THESPARKETYPES!Before you proceed, please be sure you’ve completed your Sparketype
Assessment to ensure what you discover is as personal and relevant as possible.You can find



the assessment atSPARKETYPE.COMOr you can just hold most mobile-device cameras over
the QR code below and they will instantly pull up the webpage for you.THEMAVENYou, in a
Nutshell.SLOGAN.I live to learn.Animating impulse.Mavens are all about learning. Often on a
level that goes beyond curiosity and lands as fascination, even obsession. Can’t. Stop.
Learning.As a Maven, you’re fueled by a near-primal drive to know more, even if there is no end
beyond simply scratching your often misunderstood and sometimes maligned “that is insanely
cool, I must know more” itch. The thing that gets you out of bed in the morning is the opportunity
to go to sleep knowing more than you did the day before. You view learning as an almost sacred
pursuit, one you easily get lost in.In fact, because the opportunities to learn are often so
abundant, internal, and unimpeded, Mavens drop more readily into that blissed-out, time-fugued
state of flow than other Sparketypes. They sink into an eight-hundred-page biography, follow a
Google search about the mating patterns of dinosaurs, or tear through a bingeworthy lineup of
documentaries on a Sunday morning only to look up and wonder if it’s time for breakfast . . . at
11:00 p.m.Mavens tend to be extremely process-driven. For them, it’s not about reaching a place
where they know all there is to know about a subject. In fact, the end of the learning road is often
a melancholy experience, which is why you’ll often find the most-fulfilled Mavens are the ones
fueled more by either a broad fascination with everyone and everything, or a more focused
impulse to learn about a field that is so deep or complex, the learning well will never run dry.
Either way, the opportunity to do the thing they’re here to do never ends. When working in a way
that allows them the resources and control to spend the greatest amount of time immersed in
the process of learning, deepening into a broad or narrow fascination, focused on a topic they
feel innately drawn to, Mavens feel most alive. They become fully expressed. Sparked.Broad
Fascination.The Maven impulse sometimes shows up as a generalized, relentless curiosity
about everything and everyone, like you live in a state of childlike wonder about the world around
you. My friend Neil Pasricha (Maven/Maker) personifies this. A Maven Primary, he’s one of the
most genuinely and broadly curious people I know. If he asks how you’re doing, he waits for an
answer. Then, he asks why. What contributed to it? How do you feel about your answer? he’ll
wonder. And, would it have been different yesterday?Does he want to know because he cares
about me? Sure. I mean, we’re friends. But there’s something else going on. He is deeply
fascinated with people, often total strangers, and what makes them tick on every level. Why we
do the things we do. He yearns to know the entirety of the human experience. And he will talk to
anyone and everyone about it. For Neil, every interaction is a moment of micro-discovery.
Another drop in his bottomless Maven tank.Narrow and deep.While the Maven’s impulse to learn
often shows up as a broad-based fascination, other times this knowledge quest finds an outlet in
the pursuit of specific topics or fields of interest. It’s all about the ability to go narrow and deep—
to drink from a well, and the best wells are the ones that never run dry.Another friend, Dimple
Mukherjee (Maven/Nurturer), has earned her living as an occupational therapist her entire adult
life. Over the last few years, she’s added a growing coaching practice, primarily focusing on
women in their middle years, creating more of a blended career path. Fueling her outward



devotion to service, which is how she earns her living (a manifestation of her Nurturer Shadow),
is a fierce drive to learn. She devours everything she can that touches, in some way, on helping
people move from suffering, whether related to physical or psychological pain, into a place of
grace and ease. Degrees, licenses, trainings, certifications, immersions, she’s done them all,
and will continue to seek knowledge in this specific domain, likely for life.Does this deepening
reservoir of wisdom make her better in her chosen career? Absolutely. But it also serves another,
less apparent, purpose. It quenches her Maven’s lifelong desire to learn. To know. To keep going
deeper and getting wiser. For Dimple, because she’s found her way into a complex, ever-
branching, and vast body of knowledge—understanding and helping people move from
suffering to flourishing—the opportunity to exist in a state of perpetual discovery can never be
truly exhausted. She’ll never reach the end of her curiosity.The Blend.Then, of course, there’s
the middle or blended Maven’s path. This can show up as some mix of narrow and deep,
shallow and wide—or even a series of semi-deep dives. This last manifestation, where you seem
to “float” from fascination to fascination, learning what you need, then moving on, can
sometimes be tricky. In large part because of the way others may perceive—and judge—you. On
the inside, you’re getting everything you need. You find something fascinating, dive in, immerse
yourself in learning everything there is to know, then move on. In your mind, you did what you
came to do. In the minds of those who see but don’t get you, it’s often a different story.Techla
Wood (Maven/Maker) is a fun example. A stay-at-home mom who’d been home-educating her
kids for more than two decades, she found her way into a series of mini knowledge quests over
the years. One day, she discovered chocolate. Okay, so maybe she already knew about
chocolate. I am 100 percent convinced we’re all born with a prior knowledge of chocolate and
spend our entire lives in search of the perfect bar. In Techla’s case, she stumbled into the world
of raw chocolate-making. She was hooked, devouring everything she could, then launching a
business as a raw chocolatier. “I was good at what I did,” she told me. “But, I got bored, I learned
everything I could, and the mind-numbing repetition drove me mad. So, I ended the
business.”This made perfect sense for Techla. For Mavens, once you’ve learned what you came
to learn, it’s time to move on. To non-Mavens, this often lands as being flaky or flighty. Ever the
starter, never the finisher. How can you just keep starting things, then walking away? What these
judgy non-Mavens are missing is that, for Mavens, it was never about the thing that learning led
to; it was simply about the opportunity to learn.Taming the shame.Layered onto the potential to
be labeled a dilettante when you bounce from one knowledge-well that’s run dry to the next,
Mavens may also feel a growing sense of shame around the lack of drive to “do” something with
what they’re learning beyond simply, well, learning it. Non-Mavens don’t understand why you’d
invest so much time and so many resources in something, unless you “put it to work.” While
learning, to non-Mavens, has little value beyond what you do with what you’ve discovered, for
Mavens, the fact that the knowledge you’ve acquired has value to others is more a happy
accident than a driving impulse. For you, it’s more about the process than the application of
discovery. That’s okay. There’s nothing wrong with you, and there’s nothing wrong with being



driven to learn for learning’s sake. It’s just the way you’re wired. Once you understand this,
shame begins to leave the building. You have language to not only understand why you do what
you do, but also to explain to others what’s really happening. Which brings us to an important
realization.Tapping your Shadow as a tool for learning.Mavens often tap the work of their
Shadow Sparketype as a learning modality, though they may not realize that’s happening.
Michael Karsouny (Maven/Maker) is a Lebanese painter living in New York City who creates
massive, abstract paintings that radiate energy and color. You feel his work in your spine. But, for
years, he felt a sense of unease, bordering on shame, about his craft. He’s a painter who rarely
paints. Michael spends only about 5 to 10 percent of his working hours applying paint to canvas
or wood and any other medium. What gives?When you hear someone is a painter, you might
assume their Sparketype is that of the Maker, driven to create. Often, you’d be right. Not always.
Remember, many Mavens are known by others (and come to see themselves) not for their love
of learning, but for the act of creation or service it sometimes leads to. Michael, it turns out, is a
Maven first, and a Maker second. The 90 to 95 percent of his productive time away from the
canvas is spent researching and in contemplation. And, well, living.He is a serious student of art,
studying masters from nearly every era, school, and style, deconstructing their approaches,
strokes, brushes, media, color blends, paints, ingredients, and philosophies. He takes his time,
moving between aggressive consumption, observation, and quiet, lingering reflection and
integration. It’s all learning to him. When he does step into his studio to paint, he moves with
stunning speed, drawing upon the vast wellspring of wisdom he’s amassed as it bursts forth in
an explosion of expression.Still, he shared with me that, even awakening to this, he felt a
lingering sense of guilt or shame. He is a painter; he should be painting. That’s what painters do.
I proposed a reframe. What if, for you, painting was not just an expressive act? What if it wasn’t
just your Maker impulse coming through? What if, in addition, the act of painting was your
version of a living laboratory, where you get to take all you’ve studied and learned and use the
paint to continue to test your ideas and theories and insights, but in a physical, rather than
intellectual, way? The penny dropped. “Yes,” he replied. “So simple. Paradigm shift.”Discovering
he was a Maven/Maker, with the Maven taking the lead, was a powerful awakening for Michael. It
allowed him to forgive himself. Painters paint, he’d been taught. The truth is more nuanced.
Makers who paint, paint to paint. Mavens who paint, paint to learn. Maven/Makers do both, but
understanding which is in service of the other is the difference between shame and grace.How
introversion and extroversion affect Mavens.The way Mavens learn is often tied to their social
orientation. Extroverted Mavens often turn to people, classes, and experiences to learn, though
they’ll revert to less interactive forms of learning if they can’t find easy access to the living
sources they find most valuable. Introverted Mavens, on the other hand, often turn to
information, self-experimentation, research, more intimate learning experiences, and forms of
“inner learning” like contemplation, meditation, and journaling, as well as media. If forced, they’ll
take a class. With lots of humans. Grudgingly.Here’s the challenge with this. Mavens are already
so internally gratified by process, their learning quests can take them toward isolation. Throw in



social wiring that leans toward introversion and you can end up an extremely well-informed,
socially isolated, and deeply lonely hermit. Creating structures that serve as circuit breakers to
pull you out of this wise-and-alone spiral can be important.WHAT TRIPS YOU UP.Like every
Sparketype, Mavens tend to grapple with a fairly universal set of experiences that can lead them
to a dark place. Certain things trip them up more often and more readily than other types. For
Mavens, if you’re not learning, you’re dying. Anything that gets in the way of learning, or stops
the process, keeps you from expressing who you are and doing the thing that sparks you. At the
same time, because the impulse that drives Mavens is so focused on process and, often, that
process can unfold in an all-consuming, solitary way, Mavens are also subject to broader
challenges that create tension in the way they live their lives, the people they’re in relationships
with, and how they interact with the world. Let’s start with one of the most prevalent
triggers.Trapped in a learning void.In the early head-spinning days of any pursuit, for Mavens,
there is generally a lot to learn, from discrete knowledge about a topic, field, or area of expertise
to the culture, mission, and social dynamic of an organization. But here’s the strange thing. While
those fueled by other Sparketypes may be happiest once the “new information overload dust”
settles, Mavens tend not to be. Why? Because Mavens gotta learn.These experiences often hit
a crisis point when, months or years in, Mavens find themselves in a position where there’s little
left to learn. Or so they think (more on this in the “Spark Your Work” chapter). For Mavens, this is
death. They feel trapped. This is especially the case when they’re a bit further into life, they’ve
built a certain lifestyle, taken on certain responsibilities, and the only obvious way to kick-start
the learning process is to disrupt everything and take a chance on a new position, organization,
or industry. Where do you go from there? How do you get Sparked again? There are two ways to
find out.One, understand you are a Maven. You must be learning or you’re dying. Own the fact
that learning is your work oxygen. Often, this simple acknowledgment creates a shift that leads
you to start seeing and creating opportunities. Reimagine your current work. What might you do,
even if it lies outside the confines of your job, that would unlock the learning gates for you?Two,
reframe what your job is about. If it is “okay,” provides a certain desired flexibility, financial
security, freedom, and opportunity, but no matter how you try, just won’t give you what you need
on a learning level, what if you looked at it a bit differently? What if you saw it as more of a
funding engine for your ability to embrace fascinating new learning opportunities on the side?
Not to make money, but simply to spend more time growing?
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CK WindyCity, “Know your "spark" & also fascinating insight into other people. This book… total
AHA moment. Years ago, I was struggling in my career and wondering what to do next. I was
burned out & dreaded Sunday afternoons that slid too fast into evenings because I knew what
came Monday morning.It wasn't my boss. I got along with my colleagues. Something was off.
What? I had no idea... I just knew I wasn't happy. And when something is off, I ruminate and feel
miserable.Reading Sparked has made it come full circle— It turns out my job wasn't fulfilling the
deep, DNA-level impulse that drives me. It's what Fields calls your Sparketype -- your UNIQUE
imprint for work that fills you with meaning, excites and inspires you.My Sparketype is MAKER. It
explains why, when I began writing, I felt like I was coming home. I am driven to create things --
books, plans, strategies. Creation is my jam.Nurturing is my anti which explains a LOT of choices
in my life... LOL. I can be nurturing when I need to, but it drains me. This book gives you the tools
to understand how you can live your best life by doing things that fulfill you. Plus is also gives you
a ton of insight into others—my partner is a Sage and he loves to teach. It’s what fills
him.insights well worth the price (and the hardcover is lovely). I recommend it highly”

Cheryl K Johnson, “Your richest worklife begins with YOU.. I developed psychological tests for
many years, and I thought I’d seen it all when it comes to work-related self-report assessments.
But the Sparketypes framework created by Jonathan Fields has influenced--in ways no other
tool or other resource has--how I think about spending my time.His approach feels fresh
because Fields keeps our individuality and humanness at the center of the conversation. Some
of us expect work satisfaction to come from service to an industry, or the intersection of skills
and interests. I think this is rarely true. What happens when we acknowledge that the rewards of
doing our true work, in the broadest sense, are deeply personal? Those results are more often a
feeling than an outcome. And while it’s true that we need to pay the bills, at the end of the day,
life feels satisfying when we’re honest about the activities that generate a spark of aliveness in
us and act on them as regularly and as often as possible.This book will help you identify your
true sources of personal energy, understand them, and give you the language to explain your
motivation to the people you engage with--in any kind of pursuit (e.g., family, career, leisure,
school). It’s a perfect balance of “heartfelt” and “pragmatic.”And you couldn’t be in kinder or more
generous hands. Fields’ intimate voice assures you on every page that this is about YOU. YOUR
life. You trust him as he nudges you to take advantage of this remarkable point in history to
rethink work and what you want for yourself. Fields is the guide who’ll lead you down a better
path: discovering, or reconnecting with, an alive-feeling part of yourself that may have been
dormant for too long. It’s time.”

Jason Hill, “The missing part of the plethora of personality tests. Recently I resigned from a well
paying job because, to quote my resignation letter "I realize that this position does not serve my



personal or professional growth." and it was time to fix that! My last day of work was September
15th (2021) and I knew I needed time to figure a lot out so I decided I would not even apply for
positions or update my resume until October 15th. One month doesn't seem like a lot of time to
figure out the best way to move into something that does serve the growth model that means
something to me. But I had a good handle on it, or so I thought... I was in Barnes & Nobel and
saw Sparked on the self somewhat serendipitously as I was looking for the next fantasy novel. I
ended up finding it for my kindle later and started reading, took the assessment, and dove in. I
wanted to learn everything about all 10 types! But where I was placed were towards the back of
the book... I yearned to know what they said about me. After slowly reading The Maven and The
Maker I jumped to The Sage then The Advisor and devoured them! I would find myself
emotionally reeling from the reality of what I knew but, never pinpointed. I do not know if this will
lead me to work specifically in a field where I use them constantly but knowing and having that
as a tool to fill an empty space in how I go about my days will become something I intentionally
include as often as possible.Addressing my headline. The way the book describes your spark
has less to do with your personality and what you are good at like the MBTI and Enneagram
assessments do but, identifies what "ignites" your spark. These tools I believe will work well
together to optimize how we exert our efforts in the world to provide the most to our occupation,
our relationships, and our self!”

Desiree, “Find your spark in whatever you do!. I first took the Sparketype assessment in 2019
and it was a definite “aha” moment, incredibly insightful, like a homecoming, changing how I
showed up at work and in my personal life. Of course I ordered the book! It provided more insight
into my Sparketype (Sage/Essentialist) along with real life stories of how those traits can help
and hinder. And I love reading about the other types as well, helps me understand more about
the people I interact with. Highly recommended!”

Jake, “Spot on!. Was able to pinpoint something that I innately knew about myself but was
unable to articulate. Very eye opening and will act as a useful guide as I chart the rest of my
working life!”

mtuioti, “What I am suppose to do. I have only read a few pages. I want to understand every
word and take my take to fully understand what I am supposed to do with my life. I love what I
read already and I am looking forward to read more and learn about myself.”

Marg, “Excellent Book.. I now know the path I want to take for the rest of my life.”

The book by Jonathan Fields has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 258 people have provided feedback.
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